WOOTTON MANOR ESTATE
Application RWO 199 – LONG MAN A
Second Statement of Mark Alan Sullivan
Response to Applicant’s Second Set of Comments dated 1 May 2018
Subject: The farm road and bridge built as part of the Brighton Lewes & Hastings Railway in
1845-46

1. My name is Mark Alan Sullivan. I am a Chartered Town Planner and a Chartered Member of
the Institute of Logistics And Transport. I have experience of railway design and practice from a
range of work on transport over many years.
2. I was asked by the Estate to:
(i) examine the plans and drawings for the Brighton, Lewes & Hastings Railway deposited with
Bills for the proposed railway in the period 1839-1843,
(ii) copy and study the Brighton, Lewes & Hastings Railway Act 1844
(ii) carry out a survey of the Back Drive on the Wootton Estate and the bridge that carries it over
the railway between Lewes and Polegate.
3. My original statement dated 6 April 2018 covers these subjects. The photographs submitted with
that statement and those included in this second statement were taken by me in January 2018.
4. I have received and have studied the Applicant’s Second Set of Comments dated 1 May 2018 by
Chris Smith for the Open Spaces Society. Section 4 of these, paragraphs 4.1. to 4.1.26, pages 8 to 14,
address the subject of the railway bridge and the part of the Back Drive built in 1845-46 during the
building of the Brighton, Lewes & Hastings Railway.
5. Mr Smith’s case is that this section of the Back Drive was built to the standards of a public carriageroad and therefore is a public road. He asserts that:
i.
ii.

iii.

The gradients (ascents) on this section of the Back Drive are to the standard of a public
carriage-road as set in S.281 of the 1844 Act;
The bridge is not the original bridge; it has been rebuilt and therefore its current dimensions,
(which, he does not dispute, do not comply with those for a public road in the Act) are not
relevant; the original bridge complied with those standards;
The sections of the Back Drive to north and south of the bridge, which were built in 1845-46,
are to the minimum width of a public road and natural growth either side obscures this.

6. On the basis of these three assertions Mr Smith claims that the section of the Back Drive built by
the railway company is to the standard of a public carriage-road set down in the 1844 Act.
7. I show in this statement that these three assertions are incorrect.
i.
ii.

The gradients approaching the crest are very much steeper than the minimum set for a public
carriage-road – as steep as 1 in 8 compared to the 1 in 20 required;
The bridge is the original bridge; it has been repaired and strengthened, but its 1846 form is
clear, its architecture being identical to that of the Wootton Manor Front Drive bridge which
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iii.

Mr Smith accepts is of that date; it has a width less than the absolute minimum allowable for
a public carriage-road and not much above that required for a private road;
The sections of the Back Drive to north and south of the bridge have a width well below the
minimum (20 ft) allowable for a public carriage-road, and are in fact narrower than the
minimum width for a private road (12 ft) specified in S.281 of the 1844 Act.

8. On each of these criteria the 265 yards of the Back Drive built by the railway company for the
owner of Wootton Farm, Thomas Sheppard, illustrated by the marking-up of the aerial photo on page
3 of my previous statement, are built to the standards set in S.281 of the 1844 Act for a private
carriage-road, or (in the case of the gradients and the road widths) lower than those standards
9. The conclusion to be drawn is that the length of the Back Drive that was built in 1845-46 by the
railway company was by agreement with Thomas Sheppard built as a private road to standards agreed
with him according to the plan agreed between the company and the landowner which is described in
S.247 of the Act. No public carriage-road was built.

The gradients (ascents)
10. Mr Smith does not challenge the measured gradients on each side of the bridge, as between 1 in
8 and 1 in 10 (my previous statement, para14). He asserts that these are not relevant because the
‘average gradient’ from the present A27 to the crest (centre) of the bridge is 1 in 23. (Smith Second
Response para 4.1.11). He draws from this that this is evidence that the Back Drive has ‘highway
status’.
11. On the contrary, the Act states what the steepest ascent must not exceed. S.281 states: “The ascent
shall not be more than one foot in thirty feet if the road be a turnpike-road, one foot in twenty feet if
it be a public carriage-road, and one foot in sixteen feet if it be a private carriage-road”. (It should be
noted that no minimum gradient is set if the road is a road serving farm traffic, which is what the
Back Drive was built to do.) ‘Shall not be more than’ specifies that no part of the ascent can be
steeper than 1 in 20 for a public road.
12. Mr Smith also overlooks that the bridge is 59 ft in length (18.19 metres as shown on the bridge
detail plaque). Only the middle one-third is a span over the railway. One third of the structure is north
of the railway, and includes most of the slope between the (level) section of Back Drive to the north
of the railway and the crest on the bridge. Another third of the length of the structure is south of the
railway, and includes about a quarter of the length of the slope of the Back Drive that rises from the
south to the crest on the bridge.
13. Photographs taken of the bridge demonstrate this clearly. Photo 1 taken from the west and Photo
2 taken from the east show the bridge as a whole. Photo 3 taken on the east side show the steepness
of the gradient on the southern third of the structure, indicated by the slope of the horizontal threebrick course relative to the level courses of brick below it. This confirms the gradient as 1 in 8 / 1 in
10.
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Photo 1: View of Back Drive Bridge from W showing original 1846 architectural design and
brickwork, replaced sections (red brick), strengthened arch sections and additional support (righthand side)
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Photo 2 View of bridge from E showing original 1846 architecture and brickwork and 1960s
strengthening using reinforced-concrete arch sections

Photo 3 Close-up view of bridge from E showing the slope of the brick courses marking the road
surface, indicating gradient of 1 in 8 to 1 in 10.
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14. The slope of the horizontal three-brick course is also the slope of the roadway crossing the bridge.
This three-brick course is the base of the parapet wall on each side, and this stays at approx. 5 ft high
throughout the length of the bridge. Mr Smith accepts this course of bricks as being the base of the
parapet walls in his para 4.1.22. (The assertion in that paragraph, that there is a difference between
front drive and back drive bridges in brick courses is incorrect; both have three courses of bricks.)
15. The strengthening of the bridge in the 1960s added reinforced-concrete arch sections, as shown
in Photos 1 and 2. These were inserted after removal of some of the brickwork, but the overall shape
of the bridge was not altered at all. The slope of the horizontal three-brick course was not affected in
any way. The surface of the road may have been removed and reinstated (The bridge could have been
easily closed for the works, with all traffic diverted via the Wootton Manor Front Drive bridge) but
its vertical alignment matches the slope of the horizontal three-brick course. The gradients can thus
be shown not to have been altered by the 1960s strengthening works.

The age of the bridge and whether it has been rebuilt
16. Mr Smith asserts at para 4.1.16 that the bridge has been rebuilt. His basis for this is a comparison
with one other bridge on the railway, the Wootton Manor front drive bridge, some 500 yards to the
east. He claims to see differences between them.
17. Photographs show that the two bridges are of the same design, have the same features and bricks,
and are of the same age. See Photos 1, 2, 4 and 5. The difference in appearance is due to three reasons:
•

•

•

The Wootton Manor front drive bridge is in a cutting and therefore is flatter (though not
completely – as stated in my previous statement (para 15), the gradients on the private road
are 1 in 16. See Photos 5, 6 and 7. By contrast, the Back Drive Bridge is built where the
railway is at grade with the ground: see Photo 1.
There has been a supporting wall added to the Back Drive bridge abutment south of the
railway on the west side. This has later bricks, around 1900-1920. This additional support
does not affect the appearance of the bridge from the west side. This can be seen in Photo 1
(view from the west) on the right-hand side.
The strengthening works in the 1960s cut away the bridge soffit and inserted the reinforced
concrete sections, without affecting the parapet or the sloped three-brick course which is the
base of the parapet wall. At the same time some of the brickwork on the west side parapet (but
none on the east side parapet) was replaced by bricks of that date. See Photos 1 and 2.
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Photo 4 Wootton Manor Front Drive bridge from E built 1846 showing identical architecture and
brickwork to Back Drive bridge. House in photo is on the far side of the A27.

Photo 5 Wootton Manor Front Drive bridge from W
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Photo 6 Close-up of Front Drive bridge viewed from E showing the slope of the brick courses
marking the road surface, indicating gradient of 1 in 16

Photo 7 Front Drive bridge looking S to A27, showing gradient of 1 in 16
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18. The reason for the 1960s repair and strengthening works, and how they were carried out, is not
known; weakness in the bridge caused by the heavier farm vehicles and lorries that came into use in
agriculture in the 1950s and 60s is a likely cause. Large farm vehicles and heavy goods vehicles
serving Wootton Farm are required to use the Back Drive and are not permitted to use the Front Drive
(see signs to this effect). The reinforced concrete arch sections are identical to those used to rebuild
bridges for overhead electrification in the 1960s and would have been readily available to British
Rail. See Photo 2.
19. Mr Smith also makes the assertion that there is a difference between the width of the parapet walls
on the two bridges, and that ‘The two foot parapet width of the bridge on the application route
suggests a later repair, perhaps with the intention of narrowing the width of the vehicles that could
use the road”. (Second response para 4.1.21.)
20. This assertion is incorrect. Both bridges have the same width, height and form of parapet wall.
Both pairs of walls are 1½ bricks in thickness. They have been measured as 13” wide. The end
abutments of the walls are 2 bricks wide or 17½” in width. None of the parapet walls are 2ft in width.
See Photo 8.
21. In summary, the Back Drive bridge is the original bridge, with the repairs and the strengthening
works described above. These works have not altered either the gradients on the roadway or the width
of the roadway between the parapet walls.

Photo 8 Back Drive bridge viewed from N showing steep gradient 1 in 8 to 1 in 10 and parapet wall
– 5 ft high and 13 inches wide
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The width of the Back Drive built as part of the railway works
22. Mr Smith asserts that the parts of the Back Drive to north and south of the bridge which were
built in 1845-46, are to the minimum width of a public road and that natural growth either side
obscures this.
23. He states at para 4.1.14 that “there is natural growth on both sides of the road on the application
route. Obviously over the years natural growth can grow or be cut back, so we have no way of
knowing the width of the road at the time of the building of the bridge. So there is no way of knowing
whether the required width was 25ft or 20ft.”
24. This statement appears to be a basis for claiming that the Back Drive over the 265 yards built in
1845-46 was built to the public road width specified in S.281 of the 1844 Act; ‘natural growth’ has
spread over some of the original width to produce the current farm drive width.
25. This is wholly contrary to the evidence. In para 18 of my previous statement I stated: “I have
measured the width of the embankment that carries the Wootton Farm access road either side of the
bridge. It is around thirteen feet wide across the top; within that width the hard surface which can
carry vehicles is generally ten feet six inches wide.”
26. Far from ‘natural growth’ taking over some of the worth of the Back Drive as originally built, the
formation width is very clear from the photos taken in January 2018. This width has not changed,
either north of the railway where there are deep ditches either side, or immediately south of the end
of the bridge, where the Back Drive is on an embankment with steep slopes on either side. Photos
attached demonstrate these features clearly. See photos 9 and 10.
27. The sections of the Back Drive to north and south of the bridge thus have a width well below the
minimum (20 ft) allowable for a public carriage-road, and are slightly narrower than the minimum
width for a private road (12 ft) specified in S.281 of the 1844 Act.
28. The widths of the Back Drive built in 1845-46 are significantly narrower than the width of
Wootton Lane where it was severed by the construction of the railway. Photo 11 shows the solum of
the original Wootton Lane south of the railway where it is most identifiable. It was 22-24 ft wide.
The next section to the south, in use today, is shown in Photo 12. This is the former lane, south of the
new turnpike opened in 1821; it is now the Folkington Manor Back Drive. The road surface is 13-14
ft wide and the total width 22 ft between hedges.
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Photo 9 Back Drive looking S to bridge showing width of hard surface (10 ft 6 in) and slopes either
side – width between slopes 13 ft

Photo 10 Back Drive S of bridge on embankment looking N showing width of hard surface (10 ft 6
in) and slopes either side (width between slopes 15 ft)
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Photo 11 The remains of the original Wootton Lane south of the railway: looking S to the A27. The
width is 22-24 ft between what were ditches.

Photo 12 The drive to Folkington Manor just south of the A27 (new turnpike) – looking S at location
OS TQ 563046. The width of the hard surface is 13 ft and width between hedges is 22 ft.
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Additional evidence on the date of construction of the Back Drive bridge
29. The applicant claims that the back drive has been rebuilt and is not the original, stating at para
4.1.16 of his Second Response, ‘My belief that the bridge has been rebuilt comes from its design’.
He says there is only one bridge to compare it with: ‘The only comparable one is the bridge for the
Wooton Farm drive, to the east of the applications route’ (para 4.1.20).
30. I have addressed this at paragraphs 16-17 above. There are also other bridges for comparison.
The section of the line between Keymer Junction (Wivelsfield) and Lewes was built in the same
period as the Lewes to Hastings section, being constructed in 1845-47 by the London, Brighton &
South Coast Railway (which the Brighton, Lewes & Hastings Railway became part of). This section
was built by the same Engineer, John Rastrick, and was opened one year later (October 1847).
Overbridges on that section, between Plumpton and Keymer Junction, are of the same architectural
design and have the same type of bricks as the Wootton Back Drive bridge. See bridges at OS
TQ337170 and TQ332180. The bridges are those locations are the original bridges of the line.

Conclusion
31. The Back Drive is built to private road standards or lower. The bridge is original, with some
repairs which have not altered its width or ascents.
32. The gradients (ascents) on this section of the Back Drive are well below the required standard for
a a public carriage-road as set in S.281 of the 1844 Act and below those for a private carriage-road;
33. The Back Drive bridge is the original bridge. It has not been rebuilt. It has the original architecture
and brickwork. These are the same as that of the Wootton Manor Front Drive bridge and the
overbridges on the Keymer Junction - Lewes part of the line. It was strengthened and repaired in the
1960s but that work did not alter the gradients, the width or the parapet widths of the bridge.
34. The sections of the Back Drive to north and south of the bridge, which were built in 1845-46, are
farm drive standard. They are well below the minimum width for a public carriage-road specified in
the 1844 Act.
33. The effects of the application of the special clause S.247 of the 1844 Act and the form of private
farm drive and bridge that were built for Wootton Farm in 1845-46 are that
•
•

•

The bridge for ‘Public Road No 10’ shown in the Deposited Bill Plans of 1843 was not built.
The 265 yards of the Back Drive that were constructed as part of the railway works in 184546, with a bridge over the railway, were and are not public carriage-road but rather private
farm access road
The original Wootton Lane has ceased to exist for 245 yards north of the new turnpike (now
the A27).

Mark Sullivan MRTPI CMILT

29 June 2018
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